
ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT WELLINGTON
WELLS TO THE SENATE AT THE OPENING
SESSION, JANUARY 5, 1927.

The President of the Senate, Honorable Wellington
Wells, addressed the Senate as follows:

“ Fellow Senators: lam deeply sensible of the high
honor you have conferred on me in selecting me for
the second time as presiding officer of the Massachu-
setts Senate. It will be my earnest endeavor in
resuming the responsible duties of this high office to
warrant a continuance of the faith and confidence you
have shown in me-

“The presiding officers of the two branches are
submitting to the General Court certain recommenda-
tions for changes in the rules with a view to expediting
the work of the session, and also of equalizing to a
greater extent the work assigned to the various com-
mittees. The nature of legislative business changes
in varying measure from year to year. Certain com-
mittees were established in the past at times when
particular problems were most pressing, and with
changed conditions there appears to be less necessity
for their work.

“We recommend that the committee on State House
be discontinued and that matters of similar character
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given to it in the past be assigned to the committee on
State Administration which at present deals with all
other State administrative matters.

“The second recommendation is for the creation of
a committee to be called the committee on Civil Service
to which matters dealing with the civil service laws,
rules and regulations may be referred, thereby to a
considerable extent relieving the committee on Public
Service which in the past has had a great number of
such matters to handle.
“ We also recommend that matters dealing with

workmen’s compensation be referred to the committee
on Labor and Industries. This will substantially
relieve the now overburdened committee on the
Judiciary. Matters relating to the subject of Eminent
Domain we suggest be referred to the committee on
Constitutional Law, and this we believe will result in
further reducing the extremely large docket which the
Judiciary Committee has had in the past.

‘‘ I wish to call to the attention of the new members
especially the excellent facilities furnished by the
State Library for obtaining information and for re-

search work on all legislative matters.
“Let us in our deliberations bear in mind that it is

not the province of legislation to create public senti-
ment but rather to properly express and direct it. If
we confine our legislation to those matters only for
which there exists a strong public sentiment and for
which there appear to be good reasons for legislative
action, it will result in fewer and better laws as well
as in shorter sessions. It mil tend to inspire on the
part of the public a greater respect for and confidence
in the worth and ability of the General Court.
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“I bespeak from each of you the same cordial sup-
port which I have been accorded in the past in our
common desire to make our service here one of sub-
stantial accomplishment and benefit to our beloved
Commonwealth. ’ ’




